
VERMEER MILL WINDMILL INFORMATION

INTRODUCTION
The Vermeer Mill is part of the Pella Historical Village which is owned by the Pella Historical Society. The
organization is non-profit and exists on donations, endowment income, membership dues and tour receipts.

The Vermeer Mill was financed by over 500 local contributors as well as several large corporate gifts, state

grants and Dutch business contributors.

The windmill was the dream of Harry Vermeer for many years and was named for his family. An 1850s
style "koren molen" (grain mill) was chosen, not only for its beauty, but also because of Pella's history of
agriculture. Most small towns in Holland have a mill at their center; we wanted to portray a typical Dutch
village with a city grain mill.

The mill or molen was design and built by Lukas Verbij in Holland. The Weitz Cornpany constructed the
base and the Interpretive Center. The architect, Larry Ericsson, spent time in Holland working with Verbij
to ensure American standards were met and the design was typically Dutch.

BASE OF MILL
Grain was brought into the mill through the front double doors and hoisted to the grinding floor through
a series of trap doors. A quick pull on the rope notified the miller of business downstairs. After grain was
hoisted up, a wooden shoe on a rope was lowered down for payment.

The concrete walls and large beams are American construction. The beams are Douglas fir from the
northwest coast of the U.S. 29,969 bricks on the outside of the base are laid in a Dutch-bond pattern to
match mills in the Netherlands. The base is 32 feet in diameter and 40 feet high so the blades are higher
than the tallest surrounding buildings and tree tops for unobstructed access to the wind. Concrete caissons
go down 27 feet for a firm foundation. At 124 feet, from the ground to the top of highest sail, the Vermeer Mill
is the tallest working mill in North America.

SECOND FLOOR
This floor is the millers or molenaars living quarters. It was common in Holland for the miller to live in his
mill. The reasons for this were two fold: first, it was critical that the miller be nearby in case bad weather
came up as he needed to be sure the cap of the mill was turned into the wind; secon( it was economical
for the miller and his family to live in the mill. We have created the living quarters to replicate as nearly as
possible what authentic living quarters would be like. Our contacts in the Netherlands say our space is a
little too large, a miller would use as much of his mill as possible for business and the living quarters would
be very compact and well organized.

Note the bed in the wall or the "bed stede (stay - dah)." The doors were used to keep the warmth in a smal1

space on cold nights. The bed is shorter than today because people of the 1850s believed it to be bad for
their health to sleep lying flat. Pillows were used to prop them up, much like we would be in a recliner.

The colors of the decor remind one of the Hindelopen painting, burnt orange, light yellow and dark blue.
The walls are whitewashed for simplicity. The fireplace with the stove provided heat and was used for
cooking. It generally burned peat or soft coal. The tiles reflect landscape scenes and occupations in the
Netherlands. The small wooden box with holes is a Dutch foot warmeq a small pan of hot coals placed
inside the box made a warm foot stool. The red tables are from the village of Hindelopen. The heavy rug-
like cloth on the tables is typically Dutch.



No home in the Netherlands would be cornplete without a Dutch door. A door divided in half horizontally
so that the top half could be opened for air circulation. The door knob and latches are patterned after some
seen in Holland. The yoke for bringing buckets of water to the house hangs on the outside of the home
along with the molenaarb jacket. Another tool is the weed puller.

THIRD FLOOR
This floor shows many different kinds of mills. The large mill in the corner is a Post Mill. The smaller
mills in the cases represent an Oil Mill and Saw Mill. The illustrations on the walls are detailed sketches
of several different kinds of mills. The sketches are part of a portfolio made by the Dutch artist, Anton
Sipman, in the mid 1900s. Please take the time to study the drawings and note the illustration that is very
similar to the Vermeer Mill.

FOURTH FLOOR
You may continue on your journey to the next level. This floor is used for large storage and tools.

FIFTH FLOOR
You are now to the level that was constructed by Dutch craftsmen. This is the stone floor and the meal
floor combined. Above us are two more floors; the grain floor and the cap floor which contain the workino
mechanism or the mill. These floors are not accessible to the public.

Please notice the various woods used throughout the mill. 16 different species have been used and each for
a specific purpose. Most of the wood was imported into the Netherlands. The wood that is exposed to the
weather is hardwood which comes from the tropics. The wood from the azobe tree is as strong as iron and
provides the supports outside. Only the willow wood used for brake shoes and some elm used as part of the
spur wheel are grown in Holland.

Notice the grindstones, the hoppers into which the grain is poured, and looking farther up you will see the
gears that turn the mill. The grindstones are made of hardened concrete and weigh 3,500 pounds each, are
5' in diameter and 14" thick. The top stone, called the runner stone, rotates, the bottom stone is fixed. Look
up and you will see the wooden spur gear, it can be engaged with the wallower gear to turn the stones. The
spur gear is l2' in diameter with 96 oak cogs. With a brisk win( the miller can easily grind 500 pounds of
flour in one hour.

The mill has full lightning protection. At one time the Netherlands was home to over 10,000 windmills.
Today, less than 1,000 exist and many were destroyed because of lightning strikes. Whenever the blades are
not turning they must be grounded.

Please step out onto the stage and notice the capstan wheel on the tail beam. This is used to turn the cap of
the mill 360 degrees so the blades are always facing the wind. The cap weighs over 25 tons and rotates on
cast iron roller bearings. Note the red, white and blue tail beam with rope attached. This controls the brake.
The blades of the mill are 25 meters or 82'long and each weigh 1 l/2 tons. Depending on wind speed, the
miller may use full or partial canvas sails or perhaps none. The miller climbs the sail stock like a ladder to
attach the sail canvas to the black steel sail stocks.
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Molen Woods
16 Species

Purpleheart, Purpenhart, Peltogyne Spp., (S. America) - staves in wallower gears

Ironwood , Azobe, Lophia Alata, (W. Africa) - stage support beams, main windshaft bearing

Russian Larch, Russisch Lerken, Larix Decidu, (N. Europe) - sailstock framework

Acidwood, Azijnhout, Quercys tlex, (5. Europe) - spur gear cogs

Oak, Eiken, Quercus, (N. Europe) - windshaft blocks, gear wedges, wooden pegsl cap beams

Scots Elm, Lepen, tJlmus Glabra, (N. Europe) - stone case curved pieces, spur gear, brake wheel

White Willow, PopeleAAiilg en, Salix Alb6, (N. Europe) - brake shoes

White Pine, Vuren, Pinus Monticolo, (N.America) - vertical pieces of sail framework, roof sheeting

Scotch Pine, Red Deal, Grenen, Pinus Sylvestfft (N. Europe) - sailstock wind boards

Borneo Tealq Merbau, lntsia palembanica, (lndonesia) - B corner structure sill

Greenheoft, Groenhart, Ocofea Rodiari, (S. America) - brake wheel cogs

Lignumvitae, Pokh out, Guaiacum Spp., (5. America) - wind shaft bearing guide

Dark Red Meranti, Red Lauan, Shorea Negrosensis, (lndonesia) * spur gear, brake wheel, stone crane, quant

Eilinga, Nauclea Diderrichii, (W Africa) - stage boards, stage fence, lap siding, spur geat

Douglas Fir, Yellow/Red Fir, Abies Grandis, (N. America & N. Europe) - B corner structure beams, cross beams,

floor support beams

Cedar, Cedar, Cedrela Huberi, (N. America & N. Europe) - roof shingles

*x- English, Dutch, Genus, (where grown) - where used in the mill


